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Understanding the atomic processes governing the forma-
tion a heteroepitaxial interface is central to predict and con-
trol the basic physical and chemical properties of a variety
of hetero-structures. With this perspective, we address in
this work the dynamic behavior of Ge atoms deposited on
Si-surfaces by molecular dynamics simulations using en-
hanced bond order potentials. We demonstrate that the de-
position of Ge atoms on Si surface induces the competition
between several processes including adsorption, desorption,
and bulk and surface diffusion involving atomic exchange,
substitution, and clustering. By tracking these process, the
simulations provide unprecedented insights onto the as-
sembly of the first atomic layer of Ge on Si, the nucleation,
growth, and relaxation of islands and quantum dots as well
as of defect generation in the bulk.

1 Introduction

Surface phenomena play a crucial role in defining the
nature and the quality of hetero-epitaxial interfaces
and nanostructures, cf., e.g., [1]. Recent morphological
and spectroscopic studies combining low energy elec-
tron microscopy and x-ray photoemission electron mi-
croscopy of Ge evaporated on Si using molecular beam
epitaxy (MBE) demonstrated characteristic temperature
dependency of atom exchange processes [2]. It emerges
from these studies that the monolayer (ML) growth is
nearly abrupt below and at 200 °C indicative of a very
limited Ge-Si exchange at this temperature range. How-
ever, an increase in growth temperature (>200 °C) trig-
gers intermixing thus leading to a smeared out interface
during heteroepitaxy. Developing an atomistic under-
standing of such phenomena is crucial to control
the epitaxial growth of a variety of thin films and
nanoscale structures. Due to their technological im-
portance, tremendous effort has been expended to

investigate hetero-epitaxial processes such as island
and layer growth, and defect generation and migra-
tion using various experimental methods. For instance,
Ge-Si intermixing in self-assembled quantum dots
(QDs), nanoscale structures, and ultra thin layers
throughout Ge deposition on Si has attracted a great deal
of attention as a model system to elucidate subtle but im-
portant atomic-scale processes governing early stages of
heteroepitaxy [3–19].

In general, the nature of epitaxial growth is de-
termined by the interplay between several dynamic
processes such as adsorption, desorption, intermixing,
diffusion on surfaces and into the bulk. In this perspec-
tive, molecular dynamics (MD) simulations have been
performed to study the atomic processes involved in the
early stage of deposition of Ge atoms on Si surfaces. Clas-
sical MD simulations are done because of the necessity
to use large number of atomes in the models and a large
number of time steps to obtain results that are relevant
at the nanoscopic or even macroscopic scale. Most of
MD simulations are typically carried out by applying the
well-known semi-classical potentials of Stillinger-Weber
or of Tersoff type. Examples of MD simulations include
studies of the intermixing [1, 14, 15], the growth and or-
dering of Ge islands on Si and SiO2 surfaces [16–19], the
preferred adsorption sites [20, 21], modeling layer growth
[22, 23], cluster deposition [24, 25], surface diffusion [26],
and reactive effects [27].

Our classical MD simulations cf. Chapter. 2, em-
ploy an extended bond order potential (BOP4+) [28–30].
The additional angular terms in BOP4+ describe certain
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π-bonding between neighboring atoms and provide
higher bond stiffness. The applicability of the bond order
potential in structural predictions were demonstrated by
recalculating QD relaxations and interface defects [30,
31]. This shows, beyond the limitations of earlier ap-
plications [32–37], the importance of structure relax-
ation in general and for accurate interpretation of the
electron microscope images in particular. In addition,
the BOP4+ terms enable mimicking the local density,
thus including both phase shifts due to dynamic elec-
tron diffraction and structural relaxation in mean inner
scattering potential calculations for holographic phase-
mapping [38]. With respect to the intermixing of Ge-Si,
the MD with BOP4+ proved that the energy balance of
deposited atoms is the reason for our observations pro-
viding evidence for the role of the propagating island
edges in atoms swapping across the interface. The cal-
culations demonstrated that substitution of Si by Ge is
a low-energy pathway to incorporate Ge in the grow-
ing one-atom-thick layer [2]. In the present paper, the
atomic processes are investigated in detail by extending
the minimization towards dynamic deposition simula-
tions. The MD with BOP4+ is therefore applied to de-
posit Ge onto Si surfaces and to trace the movement of
the deposited atoms and to analyze statistically the re-
sulting structures.

2 Simulations

The MD simulations, solving the Newtonian equations
of movement for all particles in the models together
with deposited atoms, are performed by applying the
enhanced BOP4+ [30–32]. The BOP4+ is based on the
tight binding model applying analytically the first four
moments of the density which is an extension to or-
der 4 using new on-site and π-terms of the local den-
sity of states. The resulting semi-empirical many body
potential is transferable to describe phases and features
not found in other empirical potentials. Moreover, trans-
ferability extends to different kinds of materials, where
only the parameters need to be refitted. In our imple-
mentation of BOP4+ we have retained a number of an-
gular terms related to certain bonds between neighbor-
ing atoms ignored previously. All contributions exhibit
new angular dependencies. BOP4+ preserves the essen-
tial quantum mechanical nature of atomic bonding and
achieves O(N) scaling (order N, i.e. linear with number
of particles) by diagonalizing the tight-binding Hamilto-
nian recursively. This enables fast and accurate MD sim-
ulations on macroscopic time and length scales beyond
the realm of the ab initio calculations.

The simulations were performed using different con-
figurations of super-cells (SC) and a wide variety of tem-
pering and deposition conditions, cf. figures 1 and 2. The
SC’s are developed by transforming a Si-unit cell into an
orthogonal cell where the surface of interest, i.e., surfaces
with 〈100〉 or 〈111〉 type of normal direction, is within one
of the SC low indexed directions. The transformed or-
thogonal unit cells are enlarged by multiples of the unit
cell lengths and cutting out the free surfaces and elon-
gating the box orthogonal to the surfaces to get suffi-
cient empty space above the surfaces for the additional
Ge-atoms to be deposited. The models have either flat
surfaces or flat islands or pyramidal QD structures on
top. In addition, the Ge/Si mixture is varied on top, es-
pecially in the flat island, where some of the prerelaxed
structures of [2] are used as start models, too. The SC’s
used are as follows:

SC1a,b: 1.6292 nm*1.6292 nm*(3.2 nm or 5.2 nm), 216 atoms, {100} or
{111} surface,

SC2a,b: (2.83 or 3.83)nm*2.3041 nm*3.9907 nm, 896 atoms, {111}
surface,

SC3: 7.9814 nm*4.61082 nm*4.8219 nm, 3584 atoms, {111} surface,

SC4: (7.0577 nm)**3, 10478 atoms, {100} surface,

SC5a,b: (23.124 nm)**3, 312666 or 551165 atoms, half-filled SC without
and with pyramidal free standing QD on top, {100} surface,

SC6a,b: 19.9535 nm*19.2005 nm*30 nm, 358000 atoms or
31.9256 nm*18.4328 nm*50 nm, 655312 atoms, {111} surface.

For all configurations MD simulations are performed
using different treatment as described later on. The re-
sults are all included in figure 11 summarizing all sim-
ulations. For the sake of clarity in figures 3–10 only
three examples with small extensions are discussed in
detail.

Figure 1 shows from left to right two SC2b with {111}
surfaces and one SC5b structure with a {100} surface.
The first SC2b has a flat island on top consisting of solely
Ge, the second, with a bilayer island is one of the prere-
laxed structures from [2]. The large SC5b has a pyramidal
free standing QD on top with {110} facetted and a two-
atomic wetting layer.

The MD simulations are all done applying isobar-
isothermal (NpT) conditions, i.e., constant pressure and
constant particle number are assumed in every relax-
ation step of around 10 ps (1000 to 10000 MD-steps
of 0.5 fs) to rescale the particles momenta back to get
a fixed bulk temperature. The rescaling of the veloci-
ties is done either by hard scaling or according to the
Berendsen-thermostat [28]. The integration time step
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Fig. 1 Initial configurations (from left to right, resp.) of type {111}-SC2b with a monolayer island of pure Ge, a SiGe -bilayer island, and a
large {100}-SC5b with a pyramidal QD on a two atomic wetting layer.

Fig. 2 Some typical distributions (a-k, for details, cf. text) of the deposited Ge atoms at random start position, angular and velocity
distributions indicated by the direction and length of the strikes or by dots for begin and end of the trajectories, and random distribution
probability of δv/v versus v at the right hand side of the figure.

Fig. 3 Temperature T(K), total energy per atom E(eV) and bulk modulus σ (Mbar) for the first 50000 steps (10 ps) of MD simulated deposi-
tion of Ge (red) onto {111}-Si surface with mono-atomic SiGe-island (configuration SC2b) and selected snapshots, starting at 7.5 ps (step
15000) with one additional Ge after relaxation at 400 K, and sequences (around 7.8 and 21.8 ps) where atoms attaches surface and rim of
the island, and showing exchange underneath the island.

of 0.5 fs is chosen to get sufficient stability of the sur-
faces. After relaxing the initial models, at a few hundreds
K, additional Ge atoms are deposited with varying en-
ergy and momentum randomly. A maximum of three Ge
atoms are deposited at a time, then the whole system is

relaxed again 1000 steps or more. The deposited Ge must
be positioned without small distances at start to pre-
vent high particle momenta due to repulsion. Figure 2
shows schematically fans of deposition trajectories as
applied in the simulations with varying start positions,
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Fig. 4 Snapshots at 30 ps of the Ge-deposition onto {111}-Si surfaces with SiGe island (configuration SC3) demonstrating layer growth
between the islands (left) and island growth (right) for the cases (i, Tdepo = 1000 K, Tbulk = 500 K) and (ii, Tdepo = 6000 K, Tbulk = 400 K),
respectively.

Fig. 5 Temperatures at the beginning and energies at beginning and end of a typical MD simulation: Ge deposition onto a Ge-Si island on
top of {111}-Si-surfaces (MDstep = 0.5 fs; upper/lower row correspond to case i/ii of figure 4, i.e. Tbulk = 500 K and 400 K, resp.; isotherm-
isobar conditions): Temperatures Ttot(K) and Text(K) (cf. text) are resulting from the differences between total and external energy Etot(eV),
Eext(eV) to the potential energy Epot(eV). The energy Eext of the deposited external atoms is given by the velocity of the deposited Ge.

different fan inclination α (approx. 〈101〉 in figure a, 〈001〉
in figure b,e,g,h,k, 〈019〉 in figure c,〈109〉 in figure d,f,i)
average velocities v as well as velocity δv and angular
δα distributions. The particle velocity distributions δv
vary between 0.3 and 1.5 fold of the mean values v[Å/fs]
= 0.005, 0.01, 0.03, 0.05, 0.08 corresponding to deposition
temperatures of Tdepo between 600 K and 104 K for the
starting Ge deposits (cf. random distribution δv/v ver-
sus v at the right hand side of figure 2). The approxima-
tive values used in the examples of figure 2 are v[Å/fs] =
0.001(e), 0.005(a), 0.01(b,c,d,f,i), 0.03(g,h,k), δα = 0.3(a-
d,g), 0.5(e,f), 0.7(h,i), 1.(k), and δv/v = 0.3(a,c,d), 0.4(b,g),
0.5(e,f,h), 1.1(i), 1.5(k).

To describe the early stage of the hetero-epitaxial
growth including surface diffusion, mixing and exchange
of atoms as well as the assembly of two-dimensional
islands, calculations of atomic displacements, poten-
tial energy, stress, and temperature were carried out
by averaging over a few hundreds integration steps.
The system was allowed to equilibrate, both geometri-
cally and compositionally, before being subjected to an-
nealing until a given temperature is reached. Herein,
Tbulk is varied from 100 K to 600 K increasing in
100 K annealing step. During the cooling, the sys-
tem relaxes through atomic displacements and volume
changes, which are measured by the change of the
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Fig. 6 Details of the growth of the Ge is-
land of case (ii) from figures 4 and 5 (de-
posited Ge-atoms in blue, Si yellow, non
deposited Ge red) with defects in the is-
land and ex-change processes in layers un-
derneath the island, too. The layer-legend
O, U and L characterize the half-atomic
layers of the free surface, upper island
and bulk layers, resp., as used in analysis
(cf. text).

Fig. 7 Deposited Ge (blue) and all Si (yellow) and Ge (red) shifted more than 5% out of the start position of cases (i left,ii right) of the
MD-step shown in figure 4, i.e., the number of shifted atoms is a criterion for the strain remaining within the SC after deposition and
relaxation of the additional Ge atoms.

Fig. 8 Layer family analysis of all 2500 movie frames each of 36 MD steps (18 fs) in logarithmic presentation. The curve of grey crosses
reflects all deposited particles, i.e., every 1000 MD-steps (0.5 ps) the number of deposited Ge-atoms is increased by one. The larger symbols
for every 90 frames show the configuration for the deposition events numbered with respect to the layer family. The smaller symbols
demonstrate the behavior of the deposits during the 0.5 ps relaxation between the depositions, like diffusion between the layers etc.
At the beginning 500 static and 1000 dynamic relaxations are performed before the deposition starts. For case i (left) the most of the
deposits are placed in O and U, for case ii (right) the upper bulk layers L get the most deposits.

SC axes and registered as the relative volume change
dV/V.

Figure 3 shows the variation of temperature, total en-
ergy, and bulk modulus for the first 25 ps of the MD
simulation (SC2b, with constant NpT) along with se-
lected snapshots for surface reordering while deposit-
ing Ge atoms. After relaxation of the SiGe island on the
{111}-Si surface at 0 K and heating up to 400 K, starting
at t = 7.5 ps (step 15000) every 3.5 ps (7000 steps) one
additional Ge is deposited with varying energy and mo-
mentum (case h of figure 2 with v = 0.03 Å/fs). Two of
different reaction paths are selected here, at 7.8 ps the Ge
is deposited below the island in the next layer pushing

away neighbor atoms, while at 21.9 ps the Ge becomes
attached to the island edge. In addition Si-Ge exchange
underneath the island can be observed.

3 Results

By following the trajectory of Ge atoms on Si surfaces
in MD-simulations the effects of deposition, diffusion,
ad- and desorption can directly be studied. However, to
get quantitative results, the resulting configurations af-
ter a large number of depositions have to be analyzed.
Figure 4 shows two snapshots at 30 ps for differently
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Fig. 9 Layer family analysis for all deposition events for the cases (i left, ii right), i.e., particles per layer family as function of the number
of deposited Ge atoms in linear presentation. Comparing the different grouping the particle movement, especially layer mixing and
exchange, can be seen at a glance: i) after approximately 70 deposits the islands are overgrown (O > U), ii) due to the higher Tdepo the
most of the deposited Ge are placed in the upper bulk layers L.

Fig. 10 Layer analysis as in figure 9 for selected layers near the top surface for the cases (i left, ii right): i)the most deposits are placed
in U3 (growth between islands) or distributed over O1-O4(island overgrowth), ii) the deposits are placed in L1 and diffuse with increasing
simulation time into L2.

developing systems after the same number of deposited
Ge-atoms onto the same starting configuration (SC2a)
with two SiGe islands on top of Si-{111} surface. Af-
ter static relaxation at 0 K, followed by 500 steps dy-
namic relaxation at 0 K the systems are heated up to
500 K and 400 K within 1000 steps in case (i) and (ii),
respectively. Without fixing the basic layer, strained re-
gions occur below the islands and crinkling of the whole
structure. Direction and distribution of the deposited Ge
as applied for case (i) and (ii) in figure 4 is given by
figure 2a and figure 2c, respectively, which can be char-
acterized as: (i) Tdepo = 1000 K, Tbulk = 500 K, inclined
incidence, (ii) Tdepo = 6000 K, Tbulk = 400 K, deposition
on top of the island. Here, Tbulk is the temperature of the
bulk thermostat, which reflects the difference between
the total and the potential energy Epot-Etot = Ekin�kT, and
Tdepo describes the average of the random deposition as
explained above.

Figure 5 shows the energies for the first 9000 and the
last 2000 steps which describes 4.5 ps from the begin-
ning and 1.0 ps of the down-cooling at the end of the
MD simulation. During the whole run of 92500 steps,
i.e. 46.25 ps of alternating deposition and MD-relaxation,
every 1000 steps one Ge atom is deposited and Tbulk

rescaled. The deposition is described energetically by Eext

and the corresponding Text which characterizes the ex-
ternal excess energy brought by the kinetic energy of
the deposit into the system. The energy difference of
approximately 0.005 eV and 0.1 eV for cases (i) and (ii),
respectively, is the kinetic energy of the actual deposit.
The related temperature difference Text-Ttot is due to the
relative energies by the factor square root of the particle
number smaller than Tdepo. After every deposit the sys-
tem is rescaled which thermalizes the deposited atom,
indicated by Text approaching Ttot, however, the rescaling
requires sufficient time to avoid freezing of the deposits
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Fig. 11 Statistics over all MD-deposit simulations: The deposited Ge in different layers or layer family (upper/lower figure, resp.)as function
of the relative number of 5% displaced species and the deposition velocity vdepo (deposition temperature Tdepo): with increasing Tdepo the
deposits are placed deeper into the bulk and this is related to increased remaining strain characterized by the higher relative number of
5% shifted atoms.

before interaction with the bulk. Figure 5 thus explains
the effects observed in figure 4. The most remarkable ef-
fect in the examples of figure 4 is the layer growth be-
tween the islands for the inclined incidence and the low
deposit velocity in case (i), whereas the normal deposi-
tion at higher temperatures in case (ii) results in island
growth.

Figure 6 shows the higher impact onto the island in
case (ii) in more detail and by coloring the deposited
atoms blue for better discriminating them. Some ex-
change and mixing effects can be seen directly. The com-
plete diffusion processes, adsorption and desorption as
well as the atom exchange and intermixing, however,
may better be seen looking for the movies registered dur-

ing the MD simulations, cf. mpeg-examples at web-page
[39], instead of analyzing the snapshots in figures 4–6.

4 Discussion

To get a better overview of the results of the MD simula-
tions all atomic trajectories visualized in the movies are
analyzed by a statistical method as described in the fol-
lowing. The whole structure is divided into layers as in-
dicated in figure 6. The bulk region is separated into the
layers Ln near the top surface and Rn near the rear one,
which reflects the stacking sequence along the deposi-
tion direction. The maximum slab numbers chosen are
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n < 10. Possibly remaining compact layers of the SC be-
tween L9 and R9 are denoted by C (as seen later, only a
marginal number of deposits is placed in compact in-
ner layers C). Layers of islands or other structures on
top/bottom are denoted by Un/Zn and surface atoms
on front/back side by On/Bn. Remaining, possibly frozen
or not yet bonded deposits are numbered by V (vacuum
atoms).The thickness of the layers On,Un,Ln,Rn,Bn,Zn
(from top to bottom) reflects the stacking sequence and
is therefore different for 〈100〉 and 〈111〉 surfaces. The
number of On and Un layers depend on the island struc-
ture generated onto the bulk. In addition, all atoms are
registered, which are more than 5% shifted out of its posi-
tion in the start configuration, cf. in figure 7 the situation
for the MD-step discussed in figure 4. Figures 8–10 show
some details of the layer analysis: figure 8 the layer fam-
ily analysis for all registered frames in logarithmic pre-
sentation, figure 9 layer family for every of the 90 depo-
sition events, and figure 10 the same for selected layers.
Grouping in a family means L = L1+L2+ . . . L9 (simile for
U, O, etc); the 2500 frames in figure 8 reflect the dynamic
behavior every 18 fs, i.e., the detailed particle movement
during relaxation, indicated by the small symbols. Every
1000 MD-steps ( = 0.5 ps) a Ge is deposited, indicated
by the larger symbols in figures 8–10, i.e. the whole MD
simulation covers 90000 steps ( = 45 ps).

At a glance the group and layer statistics show the
pathway for the particles from and along the surfaces,
hopping forth and back, and moving towards deeper lay-
ers. The most important factor controlling this behav-
ior is the impact energy described by Tdepo, as the cases
(i) and (ii) reflect comparing the U vs O and L groups as
well as the U3 and L1 layer statistics, etc. The detailed
behavior is described in the figure captions of figures 9
and 10. As can be seen, the deposited Ge are placed into
U3,O1, O2,U2 in case (i), and L1, U3, O1 and L2 in case
(ii). The effects are related to diffusion and intermixing
processes, whereas the not shown exchange between V
and O or U layers describe the ad-and desorption pro-
cesses.

The statistics over all simulated examples is given in
figure 11 as function of two selected simulation parame-
ter, the deposition velocity vdepo (deposition temperature
Tdepo) and the relative number of 5% displaced species.
Both, the representation of selected layers and the layer
family analysis demonstrate that with increasing Tdepo

the deposits are placed deeper into the bulk and this is
related to increased remaining strain characterized by
the higher relative number of 5% shifted atoms. For vdepo

< 0.03 the most of the deposits are at or near the sur-
face in O and U layers, for vdepo > 0.08 the number of de-
posits in L1 and L2 layers is remarkably increased. For Ge

the thermic velocity vdepo = 0.04 Å/fs corresponds very
roughly to Tdepo = 500 K, however, as discussed above,
the applied Tdepo depends on the scaling of Tbulk during
the MD-simulations.

5 Conclusions

Varying MD and deposition conditions unraveled an
ensemble of processes governing the early stage of
hetero-epitaxy including surface diffusion, the mixing
and exchange of atoms as well as the assembly of two-
dimensional islands. The simulated position of Ge atoms
on a Si(111) surface demonstrates the nucleation of al-
loyed ML-high 2D islands with very negligible adsorp-
tion on bare Si (less than 1% of deposited atoms), inter-
mixing is found to be predominantly confined in the two
topmost layers, in agreement with experimental find-
ings. The lower surface diffusivity and denser double-
layer structure of Si(111) may be at the origin of this lim-
ited mixing as opposed to Si(100), where Ge can reach
down the fourth layer.
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